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Prepare to be spellbound as you delve into the enchanting realm of The
Unwanteds Quests, where imagination soars and the power of magic
ignites. Join a group of extraordinary young sorcerers as they embark on a
perilous quest that will test their courage, determination, and the very
essence of their friendship.

In this captivating middle grade fantasy adventure, renowned author Lisa
McMann transports readers to a world where magic is both a gift and a
curse. Our protagonists, Alex, Meghan, and Ethan, are three young
sorcerers who discovered their true potential in the previous installments of
The Unwanteds series. Now, they face their greatest challenge yet: a
prophecy that foretells the rise of an ancient evil, the Dragon Fury.

With the fate of their world hanging in the balance, Alex, Meghan, and
Ethan embark on a thrilling quest to uncover the secrets of the Dragon Fury
and harness its destructive power for good. Along their treacherous path,
they will encounter mythical creatures, decipher cryptic clues, and confront
their own inner demons.

Throughout their epic journey, the young sorcerers discover the true
meaning of friendship and the indomitable spirit that resides within them.
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They learn to embrace their differences, trust in one another, and never
give up on their dreams, no matter how daunting the obstacles may seem.

The Unwanteds Quests: Dragon Fury is an exhilarating tale of courage,
loyalty, and the transformative power of magic. With its vivid world-building,
page-turning plot, and unforgettable characters, this book will captivate
readers of all ages and leave them longing for more.

Meet the Young Sorcerers of Dragon Fury

Alex Stowe: A gifted sorcerer with a fiery spirit and a mischievous
streak. Alex's courage and determination make him a natural leader.

Meghan Chase: A brilliant and compassionate healer with a gentle
touch. Meghan's unwavering kindness and empathy inspire those
around her.

Ethan James: A wise and enigmatic scholar with a thirst for
knowledge. Ethan's sharp mind and quick wit often save the group
from peril.

A World of Magic and Wonder Awaits

Step into the enchanting world of The Unwanteds Quests, where magic
flows through every aspect of life. From the vibrant forests to the
shimmering rivers, each setting is alive with wonder and mystery.

Readers will encounter a cast of extraordinary creatures, including talking
animals, mischievous sprites, and fearsome dragons. These creatures add
depth and whimsy to the story, making the world of The Unwanteds Quests
truly unforgettable.



Unleash the Fury

At the heart of The Unwanteds Quests: Dragon Fury lies the titular Dragon
Fury, an ancient power that has the potential to destroy or heal the world.
As our young sorcerers delve deeper into their quest, they must grapple
with the consequences of wielding such immense power.

The Dragon Fury is a metaphor for the transformative nature of magic and
the choices that we make. It forces the characters to confront their own
strengths and weaknesses, and to make decisions that will shape their
destiny.

Prepare to be consumed by the Dragon Fury and the unforgettable
adventure that awaits in The Unwanteds Quests. Join Alex, Meghan, and
Ethan on their epic quest, and discover the true power of magic, friendship,
and the indomitable spirit of the unwanted.

About the Author

Lisa McMann is the bestselling author of the Unwanteds series and many
other acclaimed fantasy novels for young readers. Her books have
captivated millions of readers worldwide and have been translated into over
30 languages.

McMann's writing is renowned for its vivid world-building, imaginative
characters, and heartwarming stories that explore the complexities of
human nature. With The Unwanteds Quests: Dragon Fury, she delivers
another unforgettable adventure that will enchant and inspire readers of all
ages.

Free Download Your Copy Today



The Unwanteds Quests: Dragon Fury is available now at all major
bookstores and online retailers. Free Download your copy today and
embark on an epic adventure that will ignite your imagination and leave you
spellbound.
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